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Abstract
Stellate cells (SCs) of the medial entorhinal cortex (layer II) display mixed-mode oscillatory ac-

tivity, subthreshold oscillations (small amplitude) interspersed with spikes (large amplitude), at

theta frequencies (8 - 12 Hz). In this paper we study the mechanism of generation of such pat-

terns in a SC biophysical (conductance-based) model. In particular, we show that the mechanism

is based on the three-dimensional canard phenomenon and that the subthreshold oscillatory phe-

nomenon is intrinsically nonlinear, involving the participation of both components (fast and slow)

of a hyperpolarization-activated current in addition to the voltage and a persistent sodium current.

We discuss some consequences of this mechanism for the SC intrinsic dynamics as well as for the

interaction between SCs and external inhibitory inputs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The entorhinal cortex (EC) is the interface between the neocortex and the hippocampus

[1], and it plays a very important role in orchestrating the flow of information between these

two areas of the brain. Neocortical information flows to the hippocampus, to be processed,

through the superficial layers (II and III) of the EC. The spiny stellate cells (SCs) are the

most abundant principal cell type in layer II of the medial EC [1, 2]. These cells give rise to

the main afferent fiber system to the hippocampus. In addition, in layer II of the EC grid

cells are putative SCs. [3] (see references therein). Grid cell are principal neurons that exhibit

multiple phase fields arranged in hexagonal patterns [4–6]. Their recent discovery implies that

the EC contains a neural map of the spatial environment which is then transmitted to the

hippocampus.

In vitro electrophysiological investigations have shown that, when depolarized, SCs develop

small-amplitude rhythmic subthreshold membrane potential oscillations (STOs) at theta fre-

quencies (8 - 12 Hz). If the membrane potential is depolarized further, then SCs fire action

potentials at the peak of the STOs but not necessarily at every STO’s cycle [7]. The amplitude

of STOs and spikes differ roughly in an order of magnitude. We refer to the resulting temporal

patterns (combination of STOs and spikes) as mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs). These are

a distinctive property of SCs in layer II of the MEC [8–10] and they can be also found in in

vivo electrophysiological studies [11].

Theta frequency STOs and MMOs in SCs are an intrinsic single cell phenomena [8] and

have been shown to result from the interaction between two currents: A persistent sodium

current (Ip) and a hyperpolarization activated current (Ih) [9]. Mathematical (conductance

based) models, incorporating Ip and Ih in addition to the spiking currents (transient sodium,

delayed rectifier potassium and leak) have been used to reproduce, via simulations, several

aspects of the SC dynamics [12–14]. However, the mechanistic aspects of the generation of

STOs and MMOs are still not fully understood.

The goal of this paper is to uncover the mechanism of generation of STOs and MMOs in

the biophysical SC model proposed in [12], and to identify the key parameters controlling the

transition among the various types of MMO patterns. We use analytical and computational

techniques to show that, as hypothesized in [10], the generation of STOs and the onset of spikes

in this model is governed by the three-dimensional canard phenomenon [15–17]. Qualitatively

different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the generation of MMOs in other models.

These are: break-up of an invariant torus [18], break-up (loss) of stability of a Shilnikov

homoclinic orbit [19, 20], subcritical Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation [21, 22]. See also [17, 23]

and other articles in the focus issue on MMOs introduced in [24] for a detailed discussion.
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In Section II we provide some biophysical and mathematical background related to the

generation of MMOs in SCs. We briefly describe the key experimental findings and the bio-

physical SC model we use in this paper. This model is a three-dimensional reduction [10]

of the seven-dimensional model presented in [12]. The former, which we will refer to as the

SC model, is a good approximation to the latter in the subthreshold regime where STOs and

the onset of spikes are observed [10], thus allowing the investigation of the mechanisms of

generation of STOs and MMOs. In addition, we explain some basic aspects on the canard

phenomenon.

In Section III we describe the (dimensional) SC model and nondimensionalize it to uncover

the multiple time-scale nature of the model. In particular, we show that the membrane

potential evolves on a much faster time scale than the h-current gating variables (rf and rs).

Although the former is faster than the latter, there is no significant time scale separation

between the two gates compared with the time scale separation introduced by the fast voltage

dynamics. Therefore both gating dynamics of the h-current are considered as slow. For

the remainder of this paper we use this dimensionless SC model. However, the results will be

presented in terms of both the dimensional and dimensionless values of the relevant parameters.

We also present the result of our simulations using this SC model showing MMO patterns and

their corresponding phase-space diagrams.

In Section IV we analyze the mechanism of generation of MMOs in the SC model using

numerical and analytical techniques. We show that for the relevant (biophysically plausible)

parameters the SC model can be put in the analytic and geometric three-dimensional canard

framework described in [16] for the generation of small amplitude oscillations (see also [17]).

We describe this framework using notation tailored to the model. In addition, we describe the

return mechanism necessary to bring trajectories back to the subthreshold regime after they

escaped it towards the spiking one.

Our approach provides a geometric framework to qualitatively understand and predict the

dynamic properties of the resulting MMO patterns. In particular, it allows us to study the

dependence of these patterns on the relevant parameters: the Ih and Ip maximal conductances,

the applied DC (constant) current, and the initial conditions of the participating variables in

the subthreshold regime. These initial conditions reflect the reset properties of Ih after a spike

has occurred. In addition, following the “canard approach” we explain how inhibitory pulses

applied at different times after a spike has occurred may suppress some of the STOs of the

unperturbed cell and advance the timing of the next spike. This type of calculation is the

first step in the computation of spike-time response curves [12, 25, 26], which are used in the

study of synchronization properties of small neural networks. We discuss our results and their

implications for the understanding of SC dynamics in Section V.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Biophysics of subthreshold and mixed-mode oscillations in stellate cells

Voltage changes in single (isolated) neurons are the result of the flow of ionic currents into

and out of the cells. Typically, three currents are involved in the generation of spikes: a tran-

sient sodium current (INa), a delayed-rectifier potassium current (IK) and a leak current (IL)

[27]. We refer to them as the standard spiking currents. Spikes are usually initiated by the

activation of INa and terminated by its inactivation followed by the activation of IK . Addi-

tional (non-standard or non-spiking) currents may be present and play various different roles

in neural dynamics. Two non-standard currents have been implicated in the pacemaking of

single-cell rhythmicity at theta frequencies: a persistent sodium current (Ip) and an h-current

(Ih) [7–9, 13, 28–32] (see also references therein). The former constitutes a depolarization-

activated fast inward current that precisely tracks voltage changes and provides the main

drive for the depolarizing phase of the STOs. The latter is a hyperpolarization-activated

(non-inactivating) current with slow activation kinetics, and it provides a delayed feedback

effect that promotes resonance [33].

B. Mixed-mode oscillations in a biophysically plausible stellate cell model

In recent work, Rotstein et al [10] showed that the biophysical (conductance based) SC

model presented in [12] displays STOs and MMOs, and they initiated a mechanistic study of

these phenomena using computational tools and dynamical systems ideas. In [10], reduction

of dimension techniques were used to reveal a three-dimensional reduced model that is a

good approximation to the “full”, seven-dimensional, SC model in the subthreshold regime

where STOs and the onset of spikes occur. This reduced model describes the evolution of the

membrane potential V (mV) and the two (fast and slow) h-current gating variables rf and rs

(dimensionless). The latter describe the opening/closing of the h-current ion channels. In [10]

it was found that both INa and IK can be neglected in the subthreshold regime where STOs

MMOs are generated, and that the persistent sodium gating variable p has fast dynamics, so

the adiabatic approximation can be made; i.e., p can be well approximated by its corresponding

voltage-dependent activation curve (see Section III). The resulting equations are presented in

Section III, Eqs. (1)-(3). As mentioned above, they describe the generation of STOs and the

onset of spikes, that occurs in the subthreshold regime, but they do not describe the spike

dynamics and the early recovery from spiking, which belong to a different regime (where INa

and IK are the main active currents) [10]. If one is not interested in the spike details, the
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dynamics of the SC can be approximately described by eqs. (1)-(3) supplemented with an

“artificial spike”, operating in a much shorter time scale and reaching a peak of about 50

mV. This model has been called the Nonlinear Artificially Spiking (NAS) SC model [10], a

class of models that includes the generalized integrate-and-fire models (see [10, 34, 35] for

details). For simplicity, in the remainder of this paper we will refer to it as the SC model.

When working with this (NAS) SC model one has to give appropriate threshold (Vth) and

reset (Vrst) values. The former indicates that the trajectory arrived to the spiking regime.

The latter is the voltage value after a spike has occurred, and represents the initial condition

in the subthreshold regime. Note that, differently from other type of NAS models, Vth is not

part of the mechanism of generation of action potentials which, as shown here and in [10],

result from the dynamics of the so called “canard structure”.

C. The canard phenomenon

Canards [36] were first studied in 2D relaxation oscillators [37–40], in particular in the van

der Pol oscillator. There, the nature of the classical canard phenomenon is the transition from

a small amplitude oscillatory state (STO) created in a Hopf bifurcation to a large amplitude

relaxation oscillatory state within an exponentially small range of a control parameter. This

transition, also called canard explosion, occurs through a sequence of canard cycles which can

be asymptotically stable, but they are hard to observe in an experiment because of sensitiv-

ity to the control parameter. This is well known in the chemical literature where a canard

explosion is classified as a hard transition [41, 42]. Therefore, 2D slow-fast systems display

either STOs or large amplitude oscillations but no MMOs. However MMOs are possible by

the addition of noise [43, 44].

Deterministic 3D slow-fast systems with two slow and one fast variables can produce MMOs

[10, 16, 17, 23, 45–49] (See also the articles in the focus issue on MMOs introduced in [24]).

One way to explain these patterns is based on a generalized canard phenomenon. The reason

is that a special class of canards in 3D called canards of folded node (or folded saddle-node)

type can be responsible for small amplitude oscillations [16, 46]. A good intuition for MMOs

is that a system moves dynamically from a small amplitude oscillatory state to a relaxation

oscillatory state and the feature of the large relaxation oscillation is to bring the system back

to the basin of attraction of the small amplitude oscillatory state. A detailed explanation of

this generalized canard phenomenon is given in Section IV.
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III. THE MODEL

A. Dimensional formulation

The dimensional equations are

C
dV

dt
= Iapp − GL (V − EL) − Gp p∞(V ) (V − ENa) − Gh (cf rf + cs rs) (V − Eh), (1)

drf

dt
=

rf,∞(V ) − rf

τrf
(V )

, (2)

drs

dt
=

rs,∞(V ) − rs

τrs
(V )

, (3)

where V is the membrane potential (mV ), C is the membrane capacitance (µF/cm2), Iapp

is the applied bias (DC) current (µA/cm2), IL = GL ( V − EL ), Ip = Gp p∞(V ) ( V − ENa )

and Ih = Gh ( cf rf + cs rs ) ( V −Eh ) [10]. The parameters GX and EX (X = L, p, Na, h) are

the maximal conductances (mS/cm2) and reversal potentials (mV ) respectively. The units

of time are ms. The variables rf and rs are the h-current fast and slow gating variables and

the parameters cf and cs represent the fraction of the total h-current corresponding to its fast

and slow components respectively. Unless stated otherwise, we will use the following values

for the parameters [10, 12]: ENa = 55, EL = −65, Eh = −20, GL = 0.5, Gp = 0.5, C = 1,

cf = 0.65 and cs = 0.35. The functions rf,∞(V ), rs,∞(V ) and p∞(V ) are the voltage-dependent

activation/inactivation curves, and the functions τrf
(V ) and τrs

(V ) are the voltage-dependent

time scales. They are given by rf,∞(V ) = 1/(1+e(V +79.2)/9.78), rs,∞(V ) = 1/(1+e(V +2.83)/15.9)58,

p∞(V ) = 1/(1 + e−(V +38)/6.5), τrf
(V ) = 0.51/(e(V −1.7)/10 + e−(V +340)/52) + 1 and τrs

(V ) =

5.6/(e(V −1.7)/14 + e−(V +260)/43) + 1. The graphs of these functions are shown in Fig. 1.

B. Initial and threshold conditions in the subthreshold regime

The initial conditions in the subthreshold regime are given by the reset values of the par-

ticipating variables after a spike has occurred. For rf and rs these reset values can be derived

from the seven-dimensional stellate cell model [10]. More specifically, during a spike, V in-

creases above zero to a value V ∼ 50 mV . For these values of V , rf,∞(V ) ∼ 0 and rs,∞(V ) ∼ 0.

(see Fig. 1-a). In addition, for these high values of V , both τrf
(V ) and τrs

(V ) are very small

(see Fig. 1-b). Therefore, both rf and rs quickly decrease to values close to rf ∼ rs ∼ 0. The

reset value of V ∼ −80mV is estimated from numerical simulations of the seven-dimensional
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stellate cell model [10]. Unless stated otherwise, we take (V, rf , rs) = (−80, 0, 0) as the initial

conditions of system (1)-(3) and we reset the trajectory to these values after each spike has

occurred.

Since action potentials in this model are initiated at V ∼ −50mV (see e.g., Figure 2) we

may set the voltage threshold value Vth for this event to any value V > −50mV . Here we

choose a value Vth = −40mV which is well above the initiation value. We emphasize that the

spike results from the dynamics of the SC model and, consequently, Vth only indicates that a

spike has occurred and is not a component of the mechanism of spike generation [10].

C. Mixed-mode oscillations in the dimensional model

In Fig. 2 we illustrate various MMO patterns generated by the SC model. The voltage

traces correspond to Gh = 1.5, Gp = 0.5 and a sequence of increasing values of Iapp. We

observe that the ratio of subthreshold oscillations to spikes decreases for increasing values of

Iapp. For values of Iapp below and above these corresponding to Figs. 2-a and -e, the SC

becomes silent and fully spiking respectively (no MMOs). We will use the notation 1s to

indicate that an MMO pattern has a number s of STOs per spike.

Fig. 3 shows the three-dimensional phase space corresponding to the voltage traces pre-

sented in Fig. 2 (d) and (b). The V -nullsurface of the SC model is shown as well as the

corresponding trajectories of MMO patterns. The trajectories move fast from their initial

points towards the lower branch of the V -nullsurface and then along it towards the fold-curve

(curve of knees of the V-nullsurface). Once the trajectories reach the vicinity of the fold-curve,

they start to move almost parallel to the fold-curve and rotate generating STOs. Finally, the

trajectories move rapidly in the direction of increasing values of V , eventually initiating a spike

by activating INa. (The spiking dynamics belongs in a different regime and is not described

by this reduced SC model.)

D. Dimensionless formulation

Here we bring system (1)-(3) to a dimensionless form in order to uncover the different time

scales in which the system operates. We first choose appropriate voltage and time scales, KV

and Kt respectively and define

v =
V

KV
, t̄ =

t

Kt
. (4)

From a dimensional analysis point of view one would choose KV as a combination of the model

parameters. A more standard choice would be KV = |EK | = 90 mV , which is the maximum,
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in absolute value, reversal potential for the full SC model [10], and an upper bound for V .

Here we choose KV = 100 mV which is a typical voltage scale for neuronal models, for easier

comparison with the original full model as well as with the dimensional reduced model. The

dimensionless voltage threshold and reset values are then given by vrst = −80/KV = −0.8 and

vth = −40/KV = −0.4. The relevant voltage range for our model in terms of the dimensionless

variable v is therefore [−0.8 : −0.4]. We define

Tf = minv∈[−0.8:−0.4]τrf
(KV v), Ts = minv∈[−0.8:−0.4]τrs

(KV v), (5)

and we choose KT = Tf ∼ 30 ms as a typical (slow) time scale (see Fig. 1-b).

We also define a reference maximal conductance KG = 1.5 mS/cm2, which is at the top of

the physiologically plausible scale for maximal conductances. This is the value of Gh we used

in the simulations presented in Figs. 2 and 3. We define the following dimensionless variables,

parameters and functions

ĒL =
EL

KV
, ĒNa =

ENa

KV
, Ēh =

Eh

KV
, (6)

Ḡp =
Gp

KG
, Ḡh =

Gh

KG
, ḠL =

GL

KG
, Īapp =

Iapp

KG KV
, (7)

ǫ =
C

KT KG
=

C

Tf KG
∼ 0.023 ≪ 1, η =

KT

Ts
=

Tf

Ts
∼ 0.286, (8)

r̄f,∞(v) = rf,∞(KV v), r̄s,∞(v) = rs,∞(KV v), p̄∞(v) = p∞(KV v), (9)

τ̄rf
(v) =

τrf
(KV v)

Tf
, τ̄rs

(v) =
τrs

(KV v)

Ts
. (10)

Substituting eqs. (4-10) into eqs. (1-3) and deleting the “bar”sign one gets

ǫ
dv

dt
= Iapp − GL (v − EL) − Gp p∞(v) (v − ENa) − Gh (cf rf + cs rs) (v − Eh), (11)

drf

dt
=

rf,∞(v) − rf

τrf
(v)

, (12)

drs

dt
= η

rs,∞(v) − rs

τrs
(v)

. (13)

System (11)-(13) is a fast-slow system with v evolving on the fast time scale and both rf and

rs evolving on a slow scale. These two variables evolve on a similar slow time-scale, as it

becomes apparent by comparing the values of ǫ and η (ǫ ≪ η).
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IV. THE MECHANISM OF GENERATION OF MIXED-MODE OSCILLATIONS

Mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) consist of subthreshold oscillations (STOs) interspersed

with spikes (large amplitude oscillations occuring on a faster time scale). In this section we

show that the generation of MMOs in the SC model (11)-(13) is governed by the canard

phenomenon. In our explanation we will follow [16, 17]. We use notation tailored to the

model. For simplicity we call

f(v, rf , rs) = Iapp − GL (v − EL) − Gp p∞(v) (v − ENa) − Gh (cf rf + cs rs) (v − Eh), (14)

g(v, rf) =
rf,∞(v) − rf

τrf
(v)

, (15)

h(v, rs) = η
rs,∞(v) − rs

τrs
(v)

. (16)

As we show below, the existence of MMOs for the SC model (11)-(13) is guaranteed by

Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 4.2 in [17]. These theorems require that the v-nullsurface (which we

will refer to as S) is folded (parabolic cylinder shape). STOs occur in the vicinity of the fold-

curve L (the curve of knees of S), defined as the set of points {p ∈ S : fv(p) = 0, fvv(p) < 0}.
The lower (Sa) and upper (Sr) branches of the folded manifold S are attracting (fv < 0)

and repelling (fv > 0) respectively. After a finite number of STOs the trajectory moves

away from S and escapes the subthreshold regime towards the spiking one as we explain

in Section IVB. For MMOs to occur, the trajectory should be able to come back to the

subthreshold regime; i.e., a suitable return mechanism should bring the trajectory back to a

region of S where it can evolve towards its curve of knees L (setting the initial conditions

in the subthreshold regime). Different models may have different return mechanisms. The

one corresponding to this model was described in Section IIIB. In the following sections we

describe the mechanism of generation of STOs and the onset of spikes for system (11)-(13)

and we show their dependence on some of the parameters of the model.

We are mainly interested in understanding the contribution of Ih to the observed mixed-

mode oscillatory patterns since Ih is known to change with development and neuromodulators

[50]. Changes in the amounts of Ih are reflected in changes in the maximal conductances

Gh. Other effects include changes to the activation curves (rf,∞(V ) and rs,∞(V )) and the

voltage-dependent time scales through the values of ǫ and η or the reset properties of Ih

(initial conditions in the subthreshold regime). Changes in these values may affect the relative

number of subthreshold oscillations per spike, the oscillatory frequency and the amplitude of

the STOs.
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A. A geometric singular perturbation theory approach

The SC model (11)-(13) is a singularly perturbed system with one fast (v) and two slow

(rf , rs) variables. This system evolves on a slow time scale t = ετ . The limiting problem

ε → 0 on this slow time scale t is called the reduced problem and describes the evolution of

the slow variables (rf , rs). The phase space of the reduced problem is the critical manifold S

defined by S := {(v, rf , rs) ∈ R
3 : f(v, rf , rs) = 0}; i.e., S is the v-nullsurface. We represent

it by

rf = φ(v, rs) =
Iapp − GL (v − EL) − Gp p∞(v) (v − ENa)

cf Gh (v − Eh)
− cs

cf
rs. (17)

Fig. 4 illustrates S for two values of Iapp and other physiologically plausible parameters.

The second limiting problem is called the layer problem, and it is obtained by rescaling time

(τ = t/ǫ) in sytem (11)-(13) and setting ε → 0. The layer problem describes the evolution of

v on the fast time scale for fixed values of the gating variables (rf , rs), i.e. the slow variables

are considered as parameters in this singular limit. Note that the manifold S is a manifold of

equilibria for the layer problem.

These two limiting problems, the reduced problem (2D) and layer problem (1D), are lower

dimensional than the full problem (3D) and are therefore more amenable to analysis. Geomet-

ric singular perturbation theory [17, 51, 52] provides a way to piecing together the information

obtained from these lower dimensional problems in order to provide a unified global description

of the observed mixed-mode oscillations in the full 3D system.

B. Layer problem

By rescaling time (τ = t/ǫ) in eqs. (11)-(13) and setting ǫ = 0 one obtains the layer

problem which describes the fast dynamics away from the critical manifold S, represented by

eq. (17) :

dv

dτ
= f(v, rf , rs), (18)

drf

dτ
= 0, (19)

drs

dτ
= 0. (20)

Trajectories of the layer problem starting at an initial point (v0, rs,0, rf,0) evolve along one

dimensional sets (v, rs,0, rf,0), called fast fibers, near the critical manifold. The critical manifold
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S is a manifold of equilibria for the layer problem; i.e., the intersection points between S and

vertical lines containing the fast fibers define the fixed-point corresponding to each trajectory.

By linearizing the layer problem at S one obtains information about the transient behaviour of

the solutions along the fast fibers. As we illustrate in Fig. 4, the critical manifold S is folded.

This remains true for parameter variations in the physiologically plausible regime (data not

shown). The lower (Sa) and upper (Sr) branches of the folded manifold S are attracting

(fv < 0) and repelling (fv > 0) respectively. Fig. 4 also illustrates that changes in the key

parameters of the model (e.g. Iapp ) do not affect the shape of the folded slow manifold S

significantly.

C. Initial conditions of the reduced problem on the critical manifold

The relevant trajectory in the subthreshold regime starts at (v, rf , rs) = (−0.8, 0, 0) (see

Sections I and IIID). This trajectory is projected on Sa along the corresponding fast fiber

to the equilibrium point (v0, rf,0 = 0, rs,0 = 0) of the layer problem. This point on the

critical manifold is then used as the initial condition of the reduced flow corresponding to

the initial condition (v, rf , rs) = (−0.8, 0, 0). Note that we use the same notation for initial

conditions on the critical manifold S as for the initial conditions for problem (11)-(13). Figure

4-b shows the critical manifold intersected with the plane rs = 0. For rf = rs = 0 as initial

conditions (reset values) then this figure shows that V ∼ −70mV (v ∼ −0.7) corresponds to

the intersection of the fast fiber through rf = rs = 0 with the critical manifold. Therefore we

will take v0 ∼ −0.7 as initial condition for the reduced problem. The exact initial condition

on the critical manifold depends on the parameters of the model. We make the appropiate

calculations for each parameter set.

D. The reduced flow

The reduced flow is obtained by setting ǫ = 0 in eq. (11). System (11)-(13) becomes

0 = f(v, rf , rs), (21)

drf

dt
= g(v, rf), (22)

drs

dt
= h(v, rs). (23)
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These equations describe the evolution of rf and rs on the critical manifold S defined by eq.

(17).

Trajectories evolve on the slow manifold S (actually on Sa), from their initial conditions

(v0, rf,0, rs,0), towards the fold-curve L. Since S is given as a graph φ(v, rs) we project the

reduced system (21)-(23) onto the (v, rs)-plane. By implicitly differentiating the function

f(v, rf , rs) = 0 we obtain the reduced system

(

−fv v′

r′s

)

=

(

frf
g + frs

h

h

)

rf=φ(v,rs)

. (24)

This system is singular along the fold-curve L (fv = 0). Therefore we rescale time by a factor

−fv to obtain the desingularized system

(

v̇

ṙs

)

=

(

frf
g + frs

h

−fv h

)

rf=φ(v,rs)

, (25)

where the overdot represents differentiation with respect to this new time. Note that system

(25) has the same phase portrait as system (24) but the orientation of the flow on Sr (unstable

slow manifold) has to be reversed due to the rescaling of time.

There are two types of singularities in system (25): regular and folded singularities. Regular

singularities are given by h = 0 and g = 0 and are therefore also equilibria of the reduced

flow (24). These singularities will (generically) persist under small perturbations in system

(11)-(13) with ǫ ≪ 1. On the other hand, folded singularities are given by fv = 0, which

defines the fold-curve L, and frf
g + frs

h = 0 (for points p̄ on L). Each folded singularity is

classified as a folded saddle, folded node or folded saddle-node based on its classification as a

saddle, node or saddle-node as an equilibrium of (25). Folded singularities are not equilibria of

the reduced system (24). However, as shown in [15, 17], their presence gives the opportunity

for the reduced flow to cross from Sa to Sr through L in finite time. If there are no folded

singularities, then trajectories of the reduced flow which arrive at the fold-curve subsequently

jump along the fast fibers and escape the subthreshold regime without generating any STO.

As we show in Section IVF, the singularities found in the SC model, for the relevant

biophysically plausible parameters, are folded nodes (or folded saddle-nodes). For more details

about folded singularities we refer to [15–17, 45]. Associated with a folded node there exists

a whole sector of trajectories, called singular canards, that are able to pass from Sa to Sr

through the folded node. This sector is called the singular funnel. Two singular canards are

related to the eigendirections of the folded node. They are the weak and strong canards.

They correspond to the smallest and largest (in absolute value) eigenvalues respectively. The

singular funnel is bounded by the fold-curve L and the strong canard. The latter is the strong
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stable invariant manifold of the folded node. The canards and funnel existing from ǫ > 0

(sufficiently small) arise as perturbation of their singular counterparts. Only trajectories

entering the funnel are able to rotate around the weak canard (see Fig. 5). For a geometric

description of this phenomenon we refer the reader to [16, 17].

E. Existence of MMOs

Based on the singular limit behavior of solutions in both the reduced and the layer problem,

Brøns et al. [17] provided a theorem that guarantees the existence of MMOs for system (11)-

(13) with a sufficiently small 0 < ǫ ≪ 1. This theorem is based on the following assumptions:

Assumption 1: The singularly perturbed system is (locally) a folded surface, as in system

(11)-(13) for parameters sets in the physiologically plausible range. This was shown in Section

IVB.

Assumption 2: The problem possesses a folded node singularity. In Section IVF we will

determine parameter ranges (in the physiologically plausible regime) for which folded nodes

exist.

Assumption 3: There exists a singular periodic orbit (see Figure 5) which consists of a

segment on Sa (blue) within the singular funnel (shadowed region) with the folded node

singularity (black circle) as an endpoint, fast fibers (red) of the layer problem and a global

return mechanism (green). The global return mechanism for the SC model was described in

Sections III B and IVC

If Assumptions 1–3 are fulfilled then Theorem 4.1 in [17] predicts maximal 1s MMO patterns

(for sufficiently small ǫ). There are two limiting cases of the theory related to Assumptions

2 and 3. In Assumption 3, if the global return mechanism is on the border of the singular

funnel (the brown trajectory in Fig. 5) then Theorem 4.2 in [17] predicts sub-maximal MMO

patterns. In the folded saddle-node limit, Assumption 2 is violated but we still expect the

existence of MMOs (with a large number of STOs). The theory for this limiting case has

still to be developed but we can use the folded node theory to make qualitative predictions of

MMOs. We will discuss both limiting cases in Section IVH.

F. The folded node singularity and the canard phenomenon

In order to look for parameter ranges in which system (11)-(13) possesses a folded node

singularity, we numerically calculated the desingularized reduced flow corresponding to (25)
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for various values of Gh and Iapp. We used XPPAUT [53] for these computations and a Runge-

Kutta method of order II [54] for the numerical simulations of the 3D system (11)-(13). The

results are given in terms of the dimensional values of the parameters. Their corresponding

dimensionless values are given in parenthesis. We will first consider the case Gh = 1.5 (1.0)

for which we found the existence of

• a regular node singularity on Sa, a folded saddle singularity and a regular node singularity

on Sr for Iapp < −2.64 (−0.0176).

• a folded saddle-node singularity and a regular node singularity on Sr for Iapp ≈ −2.64.

• a regular saddle singularity on Sr, a regular node singularity on Sr and a folded node

singularity for −2.64 < Iapp < −1.92 (−0.0128).

• a saddle-node singularity on Sr and a folded node singularity for Iapp ≈ −1.92 (−0.0128)

• a folded node singularity for −1.92 < Iapp < −1.86 (−0.0124).

• a folded focus singularity for Iapp > −1.86.

Therefore a folded node singularity exists for values of Iapp ∈ (−2.64,−1.86). To each

folded node corresponds a singular funnel which is bounded by the strong canard and the

fold-curve. The strong canard is an invariant manifold of the folded node, it is a separatrix of

the flow on the reduced phase space S, and therefore a borderline for qualitatively different

behaviors. Note that the strong canard is related to the strong eigendirection of the folded

node and is therefore unique.

Fig. 6 shows the folded node, the singular strong canard, the fold-curve and the singular

funnel for three values of Iapp and the same values of both Gh and the initial conditions on Sa.

In Fig. 6-a, an initial condition within the singular funnel will be ‘funneled’ into the folded

singularity and gives the possibility of STOs [16] for ǫ > 0. The corresponding voltage trace

showing STOs is given in Fig. 7-a. If an initial condition is outside the funnel (Figure 6-c),

then the reduced flow will reach the fold-curve at an (ordinary) jump point where solutions

jump off the fold and follow a fast fiber, which leads to the spiking regime without displaying

STOs. The corresponding voltage trace showing only spiking activity is given in Fig. 7-c. Figs.

6-b and 7-b correspond to a trajectory within the funnel but very close to its boundary. The

voltage trace shows only one STO per spike. From Fig. 6 and the voltage traces showed in Fig.

7 we observe that as we increase Iapp the folded node moves to the left and, accordingly, the

strong canards (separatrices) intersect the v-axis at higher values. As this occur, trajectories

starting at approximately the same initial values on the critical manifold, v ∈ (−0.69,−0.68),
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evolve closer to the strong canard, decreasing their number of STOs (per spike) and, for higher

values of Iapp, they are left outside the funnel and generate only spiking activity.

Fig. 8 shows the folded nodes and corresponding strong canards for various values of Iapp.

The range of values of v0 whose corresponding trajectories will be attracted to the funnel

shrinks as Iapp increases. For example, the singular limit analysis predicts that trajectories on

the slow manifold with initial conditions (rf(0), rs(0)) = (0, 0) and the corresponding values

of v0 will not display STOs for Iapp > −2.25 and for Iapp < −2.64 (corresponding to a lower

bound where a folded node singularity exists). Our simulations of the SC model (11)-(13)

show the existence of MMOs for −2.57 < Iapp < −2.27; i.e., both the onset of MMOs and the

change from MMOs to relaxation oscillations occur for slightly higher values than theoretically

predicted. However, in both cases these values are within the order of the singular perturbation

parameter ǫ, and therefore justify the singular prediction made above.

The observed MMO parameter window −2.57 < Iapp < −2.27 for the SC model is also

in good agreement with the MMO parameter window −2.7 < Iapp < −2.4 of the full seven-

dimensional model. The (small) shift to more depolarized values in the SC model (11)-(13)

is basically explained by the lack of the depolarized current INa given by the full seven-

dimensional model. A more detailed comparison of the two models can be found in [55].

G. Transition between subthreshold oscillatory regimes as a consequence of changes

in the h-current reset properties

Changes in the h-current reset properties are reflected in changes in the initial values of its

gating variables rf and rs in the subthreshold regime, and in particular on the slow manifold.

Here we show how this affects the subthreshold oscillatory properties of the MMO 1s patterns,

in particular the number of subthreshold oscillations per spike. This number s depends on

the ratio µ = λ1 / λ2 < 1 between the eigenvalues corresponding to the weak and strong

eigendirections of the folded node in system (25). In the case µ < 1/3, it was shown in

[16] that singularly perturbed systems like (11)-(13) possess [ (1−µ)/(2µ) ] secondary canards

besides the two primary (weak and strong) canards, where [ (1−µ)/(2µ) ] denotes the greatest

integer less or equal than (1 − µ)/(2µ).

These secondary canards divide the singular funnel into sub-sectors (see Fig. 9). Each of

them is associated with a specific value of s in the MMO 1s patterns; i.e., trajectories entering

different sectors display a different number of STOs per spike. This number increases from the

sector bounded by the strong canard to the sector bounded by the fold-curve. The maximum

number of STOs is defined by s∗ := (1 + µ)/(2µ) which is a singular limit prediction. Table

I shows the number of secondary canards and maximum number s∗ STOs for Gh = 1.5 (1.0)
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Iapp µ (1 − µ)/(2µ) s∗

-2.6 0.0097 51 52

-2.5 0.0480 9 10

-2.4 0.0917 4 5

-2.3 0.1430 2 3

-2.25 0.1725 2 3

-2.1 0.2842 1 2

-2.0 0.3940 0 1

TABLE I: Singular limit predictions of number of secondary canards and maximum number s∗ of

STOs for Gh = 1.5 (1.0) under the variation of Iapp

under the variation of Iapp.

As a consequence of an increase in the initial values of rf and rs, the initial voltage on S

also changes, and trajectories may enter a sector corresponding to a higher or lower number

of STOs. We illustrate this in Figs. 9 to 11. We first vary rs(0) and keep rf(0) = 0 unchanged

for Iapp = −2.4 (dimensionless value: Iapp = −0.0160). We illustrate this schematically in

Fig. 9-a. The voltage traces are presented in Fig. 10. The initial conditions on the slow

manifold S approximate a line passing through the points (v0, rf,0, rs,0) = (−0.69, 0, 0) and

(v0, rf,0, rs,0) = (−0.67, 0, 0.03) (dashed segment in Fig. 9-a). We observe that the transition

from MMO to only spiking patterns occurs for a value of rs(0) slightly higher than 0.02, and

the number s of STOs per spike decreases as we increase rs(0). The result of our simulations

(Fig. 10) are in agreement with this prediction. In Figs. 9-b and 11 we vary rf(0) and keep

rs(0) = 0 unchanged for Iapp = −2.25 (dimensionless value: Iapp = −0.0150). The initial

conditions on S are located on the v-axis at the points (−0.69, 0, 0), (−0.66, 0.025, 0) and

(−0.63, 0.05, 0) (dashed vertical segment in Fig. 9-b). This dashed vertical segment crosses

the strong canard at v ∼ −0.675. According to this, the transition from 11 to 10 (spikes only)

MMO patterns occurs for rs lower than 0.025. The results of our simulations (Fig. 11) are in

agreement with this prediction.

H. MMO theory and the dependence on the singular perturbation parameter

The existence results on MMOs presented here are based on singular perturbation theory

and hold for sufficiently small singular perturbation parameter 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 [16, 17]. In partic-

ular, Theorem 4.1 in [17] states that if Assumptions 1-3 are fulfilled then maximal 1s∗ MMOs
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are expected for sufficiently small ǫ. Sufficiently small ǫ means here that µ ≫ √
ǫ for the

eigenvalue ratio of the folded node as well as that δ ≫ √
ǫ where δ defines the distance of the

initial condition on Sa from the strong canard (relative position of the global return within

the funnel). The
√

ǫ dependence follows from the canard theory (see e.g. [16, 17, 55]). If one

of these estimates are violated then we still expect to observe MMO pattern but we cannot

predict the exact MMO pattern. Theorem 4.2 in [17] covers the case where δ violates this

condition.

For example, Table I predicts for Iapp = −2.4 four secondary canards and therefore a

maximal number s∗ = 5 of STOs. If we compare the prediction with Figure 2 (d) then we see

that a 13 MMO patterns is realized with that particular choice of initial conditions. Therefore,

Assumption 2 and/or 3 is violated, i.e. µ and/or δ are of order O(
√

ǫ) where
√

ǫ ∼ 0.15. For

Iapp = −2.4, Table I shows that µ ∼ 0.1 and we estimate from Figure 9 (a) that δ ∼ 0.02.

Hence, both parameters are within the order O(
√

ǫ) which explains why we do not find the

maximal MMO pattern predicted by the singular perturbation theory. Nontheless, we can

explain certain trends. For instance, if we increase δ, i.e. if we decrease the initial conditions

on Sa (to physiological irrelevant negative values), then we observe an increase in STOs until

we reach a maximum value of STOs. In the case Iapp = −2.4, 18 MMO is the maximum

pattern which is observed for initial conditions rs < −0.12 (data not shown). Clearly, the

maximum number of STOs, although larger than predicted, is still finite and reflects therefore

the characteristics of a folded node induced MMO pattern. The perturbation ǫ is simply too

large to give precise estimates on STOs. On the other hand, if we sufficiently decrease ǫ then

we should observe the maximal 15 pattern as predicted. In this case, any ǫ < 10−5 gives this

predicted result (data not shown).

Note that in the folded saddle-node limit µ → 0 an unbounded growth of STOs is expected.

Folded saddle-nodes are related to the transition from an excitable to an oscillatory state and

we observe a large number of STOs in our simulations, e.g. for Iapp = 2.55 in Figure 2 (a).

The MMO theory for this limiting case has still to be developed. So far, MMOs related to

folded saddle-node singularities have been studied in [47] for a 3d-autocatalator problem and

in [23] for a dopaminergic neuron model.

I. Dependence of the subthreshold oscillatory frequency on the amount of the h-

current

The dynamic picture described in Section IVF is qualitatively affected by changes in the

amount of the h-current, measured by the parameter Gh. We now consider values of Gh lower

than the one considered in Section IVF. The following table shows that the ranges of values
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Dimensional Dimensionless

Gh folded nodes for interval size Gh folded nodes for interval size

1.5 −2.64 < Iapp < −1.86 0.78 1.0 −0.0176 < Iapp < −0.0124 0.0052

1.4 −2.43 < Iapp < −1.72 0.71 0.933 −0.0162 < Iapp < −0.0115 0.0047

1.3 −2.21 < Iapp < −1.58 0.63 0.866 −0.0147 < Iapp < −0.0105 0.0042

1.2 −1.98 < Iapp < −1.43 0.55 0.8 −0.0132 < Iapp <= 0.0095 0.0037

1.0 −1.51 < Iapp < −1.12 0.39 0.666 −0.0101 < Iapp < −0.0075 0.0026

0.5 −0.24 < Iapp < −0.11 0.13 0.333 −0.0016 < Iapp < −0.0007 0.0009

TABLE II: Folded node regimes for different Gh values.

of Iapp for which the system (11)-(13) has a folded node shrink with increasing values of Gh

and Gp = 0.5 (dimensionless value: Gp = 0.3333). Note that the decrease in the amount of Ih

results in an increase of the amount of Iapp.

Fig. 12 illustrates the effect that “balanced” changes in the values of Gh and Iapp have on

the MMO patterns for a constant value of Gp. To compensate for the decrease in the amount

of Ih (decrease in Gh) we increased Iapp so that the number of STOs per spike is kept constant,

and for a fixed value of Gh, a lower value of Iapp would produce one less STO per spike. We

observe that as we decrease Gh the STO frequency slightly decreases.

A decrease in the amount of Ih can be also compensated by an increase in the amount of

Ip. In Figs. 13-a and -b the values of Iapp are kept constant and the values of Gh and Gp were

chosen following the principle described in the previous paragraph. Similarly to the previous

case, as we decrease Gh the STO frequency slightly decreases.

J. Inhibitory pulses decrease the number of subthreshold oscillations per spike and

increase the SC firing frequency

Inhibitory pulses typically delay firing in the postsynaptic cell. However, this is partially

reversed when the postsynaptic cell has a h-current [26, 56]. Heuristically, we expect a pulse

of inhibition applied at different times tpert to have a differential effect on the postsynaptic

spike-time. When the pulse of inhibition is applied to a SC whose trajectory is still far away

from the “rotational region”, it will have little effect, since the trajectory will have enough time

to recover before starting to rotate. In contrast, a pulse of inhibition of the same magnitude

applied to a SC that is already rotating may cause it to move from one rotational sector to

another with a lower number of STOs or no STOs at all. As a consequence, the spike-time of
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the perturbed SC will be considerably advanced with respect to the one of the unperturbed

cell. We illustrate this in Figs. 14 and 15 for two different values of Iapp. In Fig. 14, the

unperturbed SC displays one STO per spike. The pulses of inhibition applied at tpert = 2.66

and tpert = 2.83 move the trajectory outside the funnel and cause the SC to spike with no

STOs. In Fig. 15, the unperturbed SC has three STOs per spike. Pulses of inhibition

applied at tpert = 3.33 and tpert = 5.0 move the trajectory to sectors corresponding to two and

one STOs per spike respectively, and a pulse of inhibition applied at tpert = 5.83 moves the

trajectory outside the funnel and causes the SC to spike with no STOs.

V. DISCUSSION

Stellate cells (SCs) of the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) display subthreshold oscillations

(STOs) and mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) at theta frequencies [8, 9]. In these MMO

patterns, spikes occur at the peak of STOs, though not at every cycle. STOs found in single

SCs are the result of the interaction between Ih and Ip [7–9]. It was recently found that their

frequency varies along the dorsal-to-ventral axis of the MEC, scaling with the MEC grid-cells

[3] that are believed to contain a neural map of the spatial environment [4–6].

Previous theoretical work has focused on various aspects of SC dynamics using biophysical

(conductance based) models: Reproducing, via simulations, STOs, MMOs and fully spiking

patterns [10, 12–14, 30], the computational study of resonant properties of SCs [14, 57], and

the computational study of synchronization properties of networks including SCs. [10, 12, 26].

In [10] we initiated a more detailed mechanistic study of the generation of STOs and MMOs

in the seven-dimensional SC model proposed in [12]. We considered there a rather restricted

set of parameters. Using reduction of dimensions techniques we argued that this model can

be approximated in the subthreshold regime by the three-dimensional fast-slow system (1)-(3)

studied in this paper (the dimensional SC model), which acounts for the interactions between

Ip and Ih. Using computational techniques and dynamical systems ideas we hypothesized

that this interaction is intrinsically non-linear and that the generation of STOs and MMOs is

governed by the three-dimensional canard phenomenon.

In this paper we used analytical and computational tools to show that the three-dimensional

canard phenomenon is the main player in the mechanism of generation of STOs in the SC

model (1)-(3) for a broad range of biophysically plausible parameter values that include these

considered in [10]. The underlying dynamic structure also describes the onset of spikes, but

not the spike dynamics. Once the oscillating trajectory escapes the subthreshold regime to

the spiking one, the reset properties of the h-current provide the additional mechanism needed

for the trajectory to return to the subthreshold regime and produce MMOs.
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From the mathematical point of view, our results show that the SC model (1)-(3) satisfy

the conditions required by the theorems proposed in [17] (see Section IVD) to guarantee the

existence of MMOs. Thus, the SC model becomes a biologically plausible example of the

theory developed in [17]. Care has to be taken in the limiting case of a folded saddle-node

(µ → 0) since the corresponding theory has still to be developed. Nonetheless, trends can be

deduced from the folded node analysis and by sufficiently decreasing the singular perturbation

parameter as shown in section IVH. Examples related to other phenomena include those

studied in [16, 45].

From the mechanistic point of view, our results provide an analytical and geometric frame-

work to study various dynamic aspects of SCs: The role that the participating currents and

their interaction play in shaping the observed MMO patterns, some of the consequences of

these interactions when SCs receive external inputs (sinusoidal or synaptic like) and the predic-

tion of the effect that different amount of the participating currents may have on the observed

MMO patterns. These differences could be due to a heterogeneous distribution of channels in

the EC, to the effect of neuromodulators, or to changes due to development.

A very important component of the framework we refer to above is the singular funnel.

By calculating the strong canard it is possible to make qualitative predictions about whether

STOs are expected within the spiking pattern or not, i.e., which initial conditions in the

subthreshold regime lead to MMOs and which lead to fully spiking patterns. One can be

more explicit about the precise number of STOs by further calculating the secondary canards.

Changes in the parameters of the model are reflected in the singular funnel via changes in

the strong canard, changes in the secondary canards, or changes in the initial conditions in

the subthreshold regime due to variations in the trajectory reset values. So, for example,

the trajectory corresponding to a specific initial condition and a certain set of parameters

may enter the funnel while the trajectory corresponding to the same initial conditions and

a different set of parameters may be left outside. The tools required to make more accurate

quantitative predictions call for further research.

The results of this paper support our previous hypothesis [10] of the existence of a canard

geometric/dynamic structure as the main player in the mechanism of generation of STOs in

SCs. This canard structure is generated by the (nonlinear) nullsurfaces and the time scale

separation between the participating variables, and it has the potential of producing the canard

phenomenon. More specifically, STOs in SCs have been proposed to be sustained by a “push-

pull” interplay between Ip and Ih [7, 8]. In particular, Ih has been proposed to play a major

pacemaker role in the generation of STOs providing a delayed feedback mechanism to the

voltage changes led by Ip. This mechanism depends on the dynamic (kinetic) properties of

Ih. There are various players in this interaction: The amount of Ih and Ip (expressed by the
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maximal conductances Gh and Gp), the relative speeds of the voltage and gating variables,

and the nonlinearities associated with the dynamic equations. Our results show that these are

encoded in the canard structure. Different sets of parameters lead to similar canard structures

which produce similar voltage traces: In our model, a decrease in Gh (reflecting a decrease in

the amount of Ih) leads to an increase in the “height” of the v-nullsurface. Since the other

nullsurfaces do not depend on the parameter of the model, for fixed values of Iapp and low

enough value of Gh, folded nodes no longer exists and trajectories will be attracted to a stable

fixed-point (see Table in Section IV I). However, this can be reversed by increasing the value

of Iapp, which lowers the V -nullsurface. The facts that MMOs with the same number of STOs

per spike with roughly the same amplitude are obtained for different pairs of (Gh, Iapp) and

(Gh, Gp) (see Figs. 12 and 13) shows that it is not a specific property of Ih and Ip that creates

the STOs but rather a property of the various appropriate balances these currents can create,

which are reflected in the generation of similar or “equivalent” canard structures. This raises

the question of whether internal homeostatic mechanisms exist that keep the number of STOs

per spike unchanged. On the other hand, as we mentioned earlier, the fact that the STO

frequency changes with Ih shows a way in which the canard mechanism can account for the

difference in frequencies experimentally observed in SCs along the ventral-to-dorsal axis of the

entorhinal cortex [3].

Spike-time response curves (STRCs) techniques have been used to study the synchroniza-

tion properties of small networks including SCs [12, 25, 26], in particular to investigate how

synchronization depends on key ionic currents known to be important to the theta rhythm.

STRCs are functions that measure the effect of a spike of a presynaptic cell on the timing of

the next spike of the postsynaptic cell. (STRCs are essentially the same as phase response

curves [58, 59].) Our results also support the hypothesis of the canard structure as an im-

portant component in the mechanism of synchronization in networks including SCs and other

excitatory and inhibitory neurons.

There has been some controversy in the literature about whether the observed subthreshold

oscillations in SCs are intrinsically linear or nonlinear phenomena [14, 57]. As predicted in

[10], our results show that the latter is the most plausible case. Our results also show that the

interaction between Ip and Ih responsible for the generation of STOs involves both components

of Ih, not only the fast one; i.e., the slow component of Ih does not simply play a modulatory

role in the generation of STOs, but rather a dynamic one.

As it occurs for many conductance-based models, the concept of spiking threshold is not

well defined in the SC model we study here (see [60] for a discussion on the topic). There

are two ways in which spikes are generated in the SC model, leading to patterns whose inter-

spike intervals differ roughly by an order of magnitude. The first type corresponds to initial
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conditions such that the trajectory is “captured” by the slow manifold S. The spiking period

between two such spikes is determined by the time it takes the trajectory to move along the

slow manifold. These trajectories may or may not enter the funnel. In either case, the onset

of spikes occurs when the trajectory moves away from the slow manifold along a fast fiber

towards the spiking regime. Once this occurs, spiking is unavoidable; i.e., the trajectory does

not have to cross any voltage threshold value to spike. In the nonlinear artificially spiking

model, the value of vth only indicates that a spike has occurred so it can be (artificially) added

to the voltage trace. The second type of spike corresponds to initial conditions such that

the trajectory is never “captured”by the slow manifold S. These initial conditions are above

the fold-curve. The period between two such spikes is determined by the time it takes the

trajectory to move along a fast fiber (vertical direction); i.e., its order of magnitude is ǫ. As

for the first type, once the trajectory enters the subthreshold regime a spike will occur without

the need of a voltage threshold value. Spontaneous spikes of the second type are expected

to be rare, since reset voltage values are typically lower than the one corresponding to the

fold-curve. However, trajectories may be forced to change from one spiking regime to the

other by external inputs. This may have consequences for network dynamics in the entorhinal

cortex.

There are several aspects of the SC dynamics not studied in this paper. One of them is

how noise affects the MMO patterns. One important source of noise is the set of persistent

sodium channels [13, 61]. In [10] we showed that STOs are less regular and more robust when

persistent sodium channel noise is added to the SC model studied here. A second aspect is

spike clustering, where two or more spikes occur without interspered STOs. Noisy MMOs and

clustering have been reproduced via simulations in the biophysical (conductance-based) model

presented in [13]. Whether or not this model has an underlying canard structure qualitatively

similar to the one we uncovered in this paper is still an open question.
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FIG. 1: SC model (1)-(3). (a) Activation/inactivation curves: p∞(v), rf,∞(v) and rs,∞(v). (b)

Voltage-dependent time scales: τrf
(v) and τrs(v). The dimensionless voltage v is the result of the

rescaling v = V/Kv with Kv = 100 mV.
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FIG. 2: Mixed-mode oscillatory patterns for the dimensional SC model (1)-(3) with Vth = −40mV

and Vrst = −80mV . The number of subthreshold oscillations per spike decreases with increasing

values of Iapp. Note that Vth only indicates that a spike occurs and is not part of the mechanism of

spike generation.
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FIG. 3: Phase-space diagrams for the dimensional SC model (1)-(3); Iapp = −2.4 (left) and Iapp =

−2.5 (right). The folded v-nullsurface is shown as well as the trajectories corresponding to the

time traces shown in Figure 2 (d) and (b). Note, the trajectories evolve approximately along the

v-nullsurface towards the fold-curve where they start to create subthreshold oscillations before they

escape this regime to fire an action potential.
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FIG. 4: Domains of possible initial conditions on the critical manifolds S for trajectories starting at

the SC reset values. The left and right panels correspond to Iapp = −2.64 (-0.0176) and Iapp = −1.86

(-0.0124) respectively. The dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis. All

panels correspond to Gh = 1.5 (1.0). This Figure illustrates the facts that Iapp does not change the

geometry of the critical manifold significantly and that Iapp has also no significant influence on the

domain of (biologically relevant) initial conditions.
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FIG. 5: Schematic representation of the ‘canard’ mechanism generating mixed-mode oscillations in

the SC and related models: A folded node singularity, located on the fold-curve L, forms a singular

funnel. A singular periodic orbit which consists of a segment on the attracting manifold Sa (blue)

within the funnel with the folded node singularity as an endpoint. Then it follows a fast fiber of

the layer problem (red) and a global return mechanism (green) projects the singular orbit back into

the singular funnel. The return mechanism for the SC model is based on the reset properties of the

h-current after a spike has occurred. The right panel shows a schematic representation of a trajectory

rotating around the weak canard within the singular funnel.
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FIG. 6: Schematic representations of the singular funnel for various values of Iapp and for Gh = 1.5

(1.0) and Gp = 0.5 (0.3333). The dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis.

The singular funnel is bounded by the fold (horizontal) line and the strong canard. The funnel is

located on the attracting part of the slow manifold Sa (below the fold). Trajectories (dashed lines)

start at their initial condicions (IC) on the slow manifold and evolve towards the folded node.
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FIG. 7: Voltage traces for the (dimensionless) SC model (11)-(13). Gh = 0.5 (0.3333). The dimen-

sional values of Gh and Iapp are given in parenthesis. The initial conditions correspond are located

on the slow manifold S. The number of subthreshold oscillations per spike increases with decreasing

values of Iapp.
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FIG. 8: Schematic representations of the singular funnel for various values of Iapp and for Gh = 1.5

(1.0) and Gp = 0.5 (0.3333). The dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis.

Each singular funnel is bounded by the fold (horizontal) line and the corresponding strong canard.

The funnels are located on the attracting part of the slow manifold Sa (below the fold).
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FIG. 9: Schematic illustration of the effect of changes in the initial values of the h-current gating

variables rs and rf on the mixed-mode oscillatory patterns for Gh = 1.5 (1.0), Gp = 0.5 (0.3333)

and (a) Iapp = −2.4 (-0.0160), and (b) Iapp = −2.25 (-0.0150). Each singular funnel is bounded

by the “fold” line and the strong canard. The funnel is located on the attracting part of the slow

manifold Sa (the repelling manifolds Sr are not shown). The secondary canards divide the funnel

into sectors. Each sector corresponds to a 1s mixed mode oscillatory pattern. Trajectories starting in

a given sector display s subthreshold oscillations per spike. Panel (a) corresponds to changes in rs(0)

for fixed values of v(0) and rf (0). The number of subthreshold oscillations per spike, s, decreases

from left to right. The corresponding voltage traces are shown in Fig. 10. Panel (b) corresponds

to changes in rf (0) for fixed values of v(0) and rs(0). The number of subthreshold oscillations per

spike, s, decreases from top to bottom. The corresponding voltage traces are shown in Fig. 11.
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FIG. 10: Voltage traces showing the effect of changes in the initial values of rs on the mixed-mode

oscillatory pattenrs corresponding to trajectories starting in a vicinity of the slow manifold for fixed

initial values of rf . The dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis: Gh = 1.5

(1.0), Gp = 0.5 (0.3333), Iapp = −2.4 (-0.0160). The schematic representation of the corresponding

singular funnel is given in Fig. 9-a.
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FIG. 11: Voltage traces showing the effect of changes in the initial values of rf on the mixed-mode

oscillatory patterns corresponding to trajectories starting in a vicinity of the slow manifold for fixed

initial values of rs. The dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis: Gh = 1.5

(1.0), Gp = 0.5 (0.3333), Iapp = −2.25 (-0.0150). The schematic representation of the corresponding

singular funnel is given in Fig. 9-b.
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FIG. 12: Voltage traces showing the effect of changes in the values of Gh and Iapp on the mixed-

mode oscillatory patterns corresponding to trajectories starting in a vicinity of the slow manifold.

The dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis. Gp = 0.5 (0.3333). Top panel:

Gh = 1.5 (1.0) and (a) Iapp = −2.3 (-0.0153), (b) Iapp = −2.4 (-0.0160). Middle panel: Gh = 1.2

(0.8) and (a) Iapp = −1.685 (-0.0112), (b) Iapp = −1.79 (-0.0119). Bottom panel: Gh = 1.0 (0.6667)

and (a) Iapp = −1.26 (-0.0084), (b) Iapp = −1.36 (-0.0091).
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FIG. 13: Voltage traces showing the effects of changes in the value of Gh and Gp on the mixed-mode

oscillatory patterns corresponding to trajectories starting in a vicinity of the slow manifold. The

dimensionless values of the parameters are given in parenthesis. (a) Iapp = −2.3 (-0.0153) and (b)

Iapp = −2.4 (-0.0160). Top panel: Gh = 1.5 (1.0) and Gp = 0.5 (0.3333), Bottom panel: Gp = 0.6

(0.4) and (a) Gh = 0.95 (0.6333) and (b) Gh = 0.94 (0.6267).
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FIG. 14: Voltage traces showing the effect of inhibitory perturbations at various times tpert on

the mixed-mode oscillatory patterns corresponding to trajectories starting in a vicinity of the slow

manifold for Gh = 1.5 (1.0), Iapp = −2.3 (−0.0153). The dimensionless values of Gh and Iapp are

given in parenthesis.
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FIG. 15: Voltage traces showing the effect of inhibitory perturbations at various times tpert on

the mixed-mode oscillatory patterns corresponding to trajectories starting in a vicinity of the slow

manifold for Gh = 1.5 (1.0), Iapp = −2.4 (−0.0160). The dimensionless values of Gh and Iapp are

given in parenthesis.
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